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SOS is a Skyrim SE mod that replaces Skyrim's default base textures with those from the game, mod and movie Nude (from
Better Males Remesh SE), and also adds an option to change the skin and muscle smoothness of male bodies. However, this
mod does not add any animations. The script is a direct port from the mod so all you need to do is to place the
"oskscreenshot.esm" script in your load order to take screenshot-like images of every area of your Skyrim world and then load
the mod.Logitech Knuckles Controller Logitech Knuckles Controller is a PC controller peripheral that connects to Windows 10
via Bluetooth. It's essentially a wireless keyboard with added buttons, designed to fit on the back of a TV and fold flat when not
in use. It's currently available for sale, priced at $50. When you connect it to your computer, the keyboard becomes a complete
"floating" keyboard that can be moved around your monitor. You can also interact with apps like a keyboard, and you can
interact with certain controls that require Bluetooth, like the volume keys. The keyboard comes with the usual keys, but also has
"modifier keys" that can enable things like a cycling play/pause button, which can be mapped to any of the game's actions. You
can also assign the modifier keys to different functions to help customize the keyboard to your needs. You can assign any button
or control on the keyboard to any button or control on the controller using Logitech's "Windows Central" software. There's a
number of buttons on the controller as well, with a "Home" and "Menu" button, a full-size control stick and button, and a jog
dial that can be used to scroll through apps, panels and menus. The controller also has a built-in speaker for audio output and a
headphone jack for audio input. It all works with Windows 10, and the software is available for free on the Microsoft Store.
Controllers are going to be more popular than keyboard and mice, and the Logitech Knuckles Controller is a well designed
Bluetooth controller that will appeal to people who want to game with a controller but don't want to use a traditional Xbox One
controller. The hardware has been around for a while, but Logitech has finally released it for the desktop. The controller can be
purchased for $50 from the Logitech and Microsoft Stores. The video below is from the Official Log f678ea9f9e
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